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(brief) Manpower update

 * Doug has taken new EIC position 
=> Mark Jones has agreed to take over BB management and supervision 
Thanks Mark for taking over, and thanks Doug for its service!

 * Arun Tadepalli is currently taking over me on the project to allow me to refocus 
more heavily on software (I’m still spending a bit of time on it while Arun gets up to 
speed, and will give a hand when needed)

 * Ashley Yoon has been working on the project as a master student since last 
summer

 => today’s update contains the contribution of all 4 of us (+Bob and Bryan, see 
next slide)
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Setup: BB preshower and shower.
Trigger: provided by old hodoscope paddle mounted on top of detector package.
Blocks amplitude (amplified in BB trigger logic) readout by Lecroy ADC1881M fastbus modules.

Modules readout using Bob Michaels’ readout library
https://github.com/rwmichaels/SBS_DAQ/tree/master/sbs_unified
Thanks for Bob and Bryan Moffit’s help to set up the DAQ btw: 
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DAQ currently runs smoothly
Next steps: include TDCs to obtain timing from 2-row sums
Switch to CODA3 ?

https://github.com/rwmichaels/SBS_DAQ/tree/master/sbs_unified
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First results:

ADC spectra with subtracted pedestals are 
available for the shower blocks at:
https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3736467
=> all channels give a sensible 
response (debugged all that were 
unresponsive)

Next steps:
 * Gain match;
(already have a preliminary plan, need  
draft of the procedure, and implement)
 * Perform same analysis for preshower.
 

Evt display

https://logbooks.jlab.org/entry/3736467
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Summary

* DAQ now ready and data taking ongoing
Uses external trigger (not enough delay in the TED setup to use BB trigger)

* We have the tools to check the blocks response, and have already debugged 
the shower blocks who were not providing response

* Next steps: 
 - Gain match of shower blocks;
 - Debugging, gain match of preshower blocks;
 - Include TDCs in DAQ, evaluate timing of 2-row sums
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